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Introduction

In this report we describe models which can be used for accurately rep-

resenting the type of line drawings which occur in teleconferencing and transmission

for remote classrooms and which permit considerable data compression, thereby

reducing the cost of communicating such pictures. (This methodology would, of

course, be equally effective in reducing line-drawing picture storage costs.)

In conferencing, one is usually dealing with drawings which (-an be made on a pad,

with draftsman prepared charts or with slide jr viewgraph projections. In the

remote classroom application, the pictures are drawn on the blackboard. Our

interest is in encoding these pictures in binary sequences of shortest length but

such that the pictures can be reconstructed from these se q uences without loss o

important structure. Taking our examples from typical blackboard pictures arising

in lectures on elementary electronics and on histology, e.g., Figures 1-5, we show

that exploitation of reasonably simple structure permits compressions in the

vicinity of 100 to 1 for the former and 30 to 1 for the lLtter and we indicate

how additional compression might be possible at the cost of considerably more

information processing.

Compression is achieved in this approach through a certain level of picture

understanding; and through nonlinear approximation. For the most part, when dealing

with highly stylized material such as electronic or logic circuit schematics as

appear in a lecture on electronics, it is unnecessary to re produce configurations

exactly. Rather, the symbols and configurations must be understood and be re-

produced, but one can use fixed font symbols for resistors, diodes, capacitors,

etc. Lines should be sharp and smooth, but curved lines representing wires can

s	 be straightened and sizes and relative positions need not be accurately repro-

duced. Some measure of picture understanding, is required for this. Compression

of pictures of natural phenomena such as the tissue drawings in figures 3-5 can
E

be realized by taking a similar approach, or essentially zero error reproducibil-

ity can be achieved but at a lower level of compression. Both of these approaches

are based on the use of primitive pictures and operators described by a few param-

eters for approximating subpictures. For example, circles, elliptic arcs,

splines using well separated knots, etc. permit app. ,oximations to the pictures

of interest. The many small circles in fiAure 5 or the Purkinje cells in fi7ure

4b can be approximated by replication of a basic circle or basic almost-solid

slack oval, respectively. In one approach, the regular curie appror.imation^-

would be randomly perturbed to ap pear more natural--though with no imoro':erient

in fit. In another approach, the rcgulnr curve approxinatior:s would be pertl.irLed
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to more accurately represent the original data.

Is the pattern recognition required to realize this encoding practical? If

the communicator exercise some care in drawing, it should be possible to develop

recog--ition algorithms which would be very practical. Some Computer graphics

terminals now have a capability of recognizing hand drawn alphanumeric symbols

and there are commercial optical character readers which can handle these

symbols. Furthermore, if subpictures are encountered which are not recognizable,

the processor could use simpler compression techniques which achieve less compression.

At the end of the report we have included a section with a few simple experimental

results and sonic discussion in support of our contention that the recognition

problem is manageable.

The coding described in the report is directed primarily at redundancy removal

and little consideration has been given to the most useful encoding for other

purposes. Howcver, the modelling of picture structure is basic to a number of

other very interesting and important problems. Among these are the following.

(1) As already mentioned, efficient document and more generally line drawing

date storage.

(2) Picture recognition by computer. There is growing interest now in scene

understanding by computer for a variety of a pplications. A use for sophisticated

computer understanding of line drawings would be to provide an increased

capability for human communication with machines.

(3) Nonlinear approximation theory.

(4) Tradeoffs in man-machine interaction and cooperation. A variety of things

could be explored here. The machine could assess recognition and encoding

costs for various portions of a p icture and choose encoding; methods

optimizing some measure of computation and communication costs. Another

interesting area of exp loration is the saving in pattern recognition cost

achievable through the communicator providing certain recognition aide to

the machine. For example, were the drawer to label a subpicture such as

full wave rectifier or grounded emitter amplifier, etc., with its descriptive

name, the label could he easily recognized thereby ccnsiderably simpl_fying

the circuit schematic recognition necessary for encoding the subpicture to

achieve the greatest levels of compression. (Labelling of tissue pictures

in the histology course is almost always done.)

r
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The development of coding methodology for the pictures or interest here is

an evolutionary process. The codes to be described are not necessarily in their

final form. Basically, we use primitives which are symbols and simple geometric

patterns which can be described by a few parameters, and more general structures

which we call groups. The latter are a combination of lists and graphs. Some

groups are for general application and handle point sequences, curve segment

sequences, region description, and subpattern re plication. These result in

encoding in which groups are encoded in terms of groups. Other groups are

tailored to specific subject material such as electronic circuit schematics.

These may call upon the former or may simply contain as an integral part one or

more structures which are simila_, to some of the former types. Refinement and

further development of the procedures we have proposed will require testing through

experimentation.

There is overlap in philosophy in some ap proaches being taken in pattern

recognition, artificial intelligence, and computer graphics. Our approach shares

some similarities with as pects of Sketch Pad [ 11 and is in harmony with some of

the current thinking in knowledge understanding; systems. However the emphasis

in ours is on natural pattern approximation, a modest level of picture under-

standing, and pattern recoF*,nition. The motivation for our approach is the

mathematical theory for source coding for achieving data compression. Though we

do not make much explicit use of this theory, our procedures are greatly

influenced by such concepts as Huffman coding, predictive coding, universal

coding [ 2], and more generally by the concept of representing pictures as elements

in relatively small hierarchical universes such that picture elements of different.

universes at the same level are relatively statistically independent.

Introductory background material on the approach taken in this report is

contained in an earlier paper [3] a ppended to the end of the report.

i
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2.0	 Electronic Circuits

In this section, we present those structures which are obviously effec-

tive in compressing the material appearing on a blackboard in an introductory

electronics course. The structures we deal with will realize compressions of

roughly 1.00 to 1 at what appears to be a reasonable and practical level of

pattern recognition. Reconstructed pictures here would ise a fixed symbol font,

and circuit schematic elements and curve locations and size would be roughly

preserved. This can be achieved at a low understanding of the picture. For

example, the required level of understanding here is that a subpicture is a

group such as the electronic circuit group, or the logic circuit group, or the

transistor collector-current versus collector-to-emitter voltage group, etc., and

recognition of the primitives such as circuit component symbols or- coordinate

axes, etc. Addition^d ly, a circle or rectangle about a portion of a circuit

(used to call attention to the portion of the circuit) must be recognized as a

closed curve wliich is not part of the circuit. Considerably greater compression

is possible if, e.g., it is unnecessary to fairly well reproduce the spatial
^I

configuration of an eleL`ronic circuit diagram but is only necessary to prcduce

a circuit diagram with correct components and connections. However, the required	 y

pattern recognition is considerably greater in the latter case if it is necessary

to reproduce subcircuit labels and Lnglish statement p %hich are directed at a

portion of the circui* and depend on their proximity zo the appropriate sub-

circuits in order that the sr.atement mea , ,ings be clear. We return to this matter

at the end of the section.

We introduce three groups which would provide for much of the compression

achievable with the blackboard pictures a ppearing in an elementary electronic

circuits course. A few additional groups would be hel p ful, e.g., a Se:...conductor

Junctions Group for encoding pictures of blocks of semiconductor materials for

NP or NPN or PNP junctions and containing bound and unbound charge symbols.

2.1	 Electronic Circuit Group

A realization of the electronic circuit group is any circuit schematic composed

of wires, resist..rs, capacitors, inductors, diodes, transistors, transformers,

operational. amplifiers, A.C. sources, and batteries. (Other components such as the

ground symbol,vacuum tubes, etc. can also be included.) Figure 1 is a copy of

a portion of the contents of the blackboard during a lecture in an
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introductory electronics course. We shall use the schematic of the transistor

amplifier there,figure la, as the example to illustrate a number of statements

in the following para graphs. By a "node" we will mean a point of intersection

of 3 or. more wires,or roughly the midpoint of a straight or smoothly curved wire

connecting two circuit components, or a terminal of a com ponent such as a

transistor, or a point on a wire at which the wire goes through an abrupt

large change in direction. In the example shown, there are 13 nodes. They

are labelled with circled numbers to facilitate our discussion here.

The Electronic Circuit Grou p can be considered to consist of four sub-

groups as shown, and the Label Group in turn can be decomposed into two sub-

groups.

1 eGfir -on IG

C-ircL: `it G rou,=^

Point Selcolc:c CcYn^^cT^^ ►'lts	 0-	 Arrows
Ci P	 Groin	 Group	 GroJP

}`	 l i 	 ll	 II

t	 ^_— Pc'^^` Sc ^^UrnG(: ^	 SyvviF^c^ S^^juenCe

G rc ^' (^	 ^i r'oc: ('

A discussion of the contents of these groups follows.

In order to resolve a resistor in the figure, at least 3 resolution cells

per straight line segment in the resistor symbol are necessary. Then a field of

E	
roughly 256 by 256 resolution cells would be adequate for re presenting the

I	 example. (Actually, more than 256 resolution cells are required for the horizontal

extent and a finer resolution might he necessary to represent the labels. Hence,

the 256 x 256 = 65,536 cull field is a very conservative figure and the compreosion

ratio to be achieved using our proposed methods should be higher than the number

`	 we present.)

r
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Point Sequence 1 Group contains the information necessary for locating all

circuit nodes. More specifically, the circuit node point sequence is specified

such that all pairs of nodes which are terminals of at least one circuit branch

appear in the sequence. However, there may also be pairs of successives nodes

in the sequence which are not terminal nodes of the same circuit branches. Next,

the circuit element appearing in each branch is specified in the Circuit Component

Group. A branch may contain a two-terminal circuit element (e.g., a capacitor

or a diode) or it may represent a pair of terminals for an element such as a

transistor or a transformer having three or more terminals, or it may contain

a wire only. Also, in a few instances there will be no rranch between a pair

of successive nodes. !lore specific details are the following. The node

sequence is given as the changes in coordinates of the locations of the nodes.

For circuits,we observe that most branches are horizontal or vertical. Hence,

instead of giving x, y pairs for each node in the sequence, we use a 1 or 0 to

specify horizontal or vertical branci,respectively,as appropriate. The change

in the remaining coordinate in moving from a node in the sequence to its successor

is then encoded. Specification of nodes requiring both x and y encoding is

provided near the beginning of the code word. The coordinate system to be used

here is a local rectangular coordinate system with the extent of the coordinate

range in each direction being the sides of the smallest rectangle encompassin

the circuit schematic. These values must be encoded near the beginning of the

group code word. For the circuit in figure la, the node sequence information might

appear as follows, where by x i we mean the binary re presentation for the change in

the x components of the nodes labeled i - 1 and i and similarly for y..
i

x4 1 Y41 x10' Y10' x4' Y4' 1, x13' 05 Y 8 9 1 1 x7 9 0 9 Y 6 1 " x5 9 0 ' Y4$

1, 
x3' 

1, 
x2' 0 ' Y1' 1, x12' 0 ' Y10' 0 1 Y12' 1 ' x11' 0 ' Y8

Among all permissible node sequences under consideration this one contains the

minimum number of node coordinate appearances. Also, most of the coordinate changes

to be encoded are roughly of the same size! The exce ptions such as the change in

the x coordinate in going from node 1 to node 12 appear only once! Hence,

universal coding can provide some additional compression here.

Next, information concerning branch content is provided in the Circuit Components

Group. Since on occasion, spurious effects such as strav capacitance are represented

by circuit elements symbols in broken line form, the number and loca'ion of branches to

be displayed in broken-line form is given. Finally, branch content is provided with

r
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a sequence of Huffman codewords--one for each branch. A code, which might be

improved slightly but which is used for purpuses of compression estimation here,

is a 1 or 0 signifying wire or component, respectively, followed by a three bit

word for each of resistor, capacitor, inductor, A.C. source, battery, diode,

transistor,and five bit words for transformer, operational amplifier, or no

connection. A transistor codeword is followed by a three bit code word specifying

the connections of the base, emitter, and collector to the three nodes given, and

a four terminal transformer is followed by a five bit code word specifying the

primary and secondary winding terminals associated with the four nodes given. A

five terminal transformer--a split primary or a split secondary--would be treated

for convenience by assuming that all the pr i mary winding nodes or , all the

secondary winding nodes were given first and a primary and a secondary node with

the same sign sense appeared as successive nodes in the node sequence. Bence, the

code word following that for five terminal transformer would consist of a 1 or a

0 indicating whether the primary or the secondary winding nodes appear first and

then a 1 or a 0 indicating which of the primary or the secondary winding has three

nodes. The operational amplifier input nodes are encoded sequentially in the

Point Sequence 1 Group. Hence, the operational amplifier symbol identification

codeword in the Components Group is followed by a 1 or 0 indicating that the two

input nodes precede or follow respectively, the output node.

Labels and Arrows

Referring to the example, we see a number of labels and arrows associated

with the circuit. For example, there is a label of 4.7k associated with the

resistor between nodes 3 and 4, a label, RL = lk,associated with the resistor

between nodes 13 and 8, a curved arrow in the base-emitter circuit loop, etc.

These symbols are integral parts of the circuit schematic and hence are treated as

part of the Electronic Circuit Group. We treat each label as a symbol sequence

and the set of labels is encoded as a Symbol Sequences Group. An appropriate

sequence of symbol sequences here is 47k, I s , B, E, VCE , R  = 1K, C, RB , Ib,

The position of the first symbol in each of these symbol sequences is available

in the Point Sequence 2 Group 	 The change in coordinates in going from one

such symbol to the next are the quantities encoded. For the Symbol Sequences

Group, following the group identifier is a code word specifying, the common font,

and then each symbol sequence is encoded. For each such sequence, we specify the

number of symbols in the sequence, then a sequence of code words--one for each

i I
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symbol in order to identify the symbol. Since subscripting occurs frequently,

each symbol code word (the first symbol excepted) is to be preceded by a 1 or 0

indicating that the symbol is to be at the same height or lowered slightly with

respect to the preceding symbol.

Finally, there is the inatzer of arrows. We encode them as a group separate

from the group Symbol Sequence. The arrow is described by a sequence of points

i
through which the arrow shaft passes--these points including the arrow endmost

points--and th3 location of the head or heads. A 1 or a 0 specifies whether there

is one head or two heads, respectively, and in the case of the former, this

is followed by a 1 or a 0 indicating that the head is attached to the first or

co the last point in the point sequence describing the arrow. Some smooth curve

algorithm is used for passing arrow shafts through the specified points. For a

straight arrow such as the one running from the branch, connecting nodes 12 and

11, to the branch connecting nodes 4 and 13 in the example, only the two endpoints

need specifying. For the curved arrow in the base-emitter circuit loop, three

points should provide adequate representation. If a label intersects the line of

the arrow shaft as is the case in the example where v o , and the line of the

first arrow shaft intersect, the reconstruction algorithm is to blank the shaft

in the vicinity of the label.

The sequence of code word lengths for this group is as shown.

Point Sequence 1 Group

n l bits --- specify the number of node appearances in the node sequence for

a circuit. There are 17 node appearances in the node sequence

for the example.

n 2 bits --- specify the number and positions in the node sequence of those

nodes for which both x and y coordinate changes are given.

n1Assuming many fewer than 2 nodes in the sequence will be of

this type, the number of bits required here is greatly over

bounded by (n 1 /2) lop, n  with n l /2 an upper bound on the

number of such nodes and log n  the number of bits to locate

the position in sequence of each such node. There are three such

nodes, in the first three positions in the node sequence, r-or

#i

J	
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ai
the example. Hence, about 18 bits are required here.

n 3 bits --- specify the changes in coordinates in successive nodes in the

node sequence. Also, the one bit idenLifiers of horizontal or

vertical branches are included here. There are 20 coordinate

changes and 14 branch orientation bits for the example. Since

all except three branches appear to be within 32 cells of an

average branch length, 5 bits should be adequate for encoding

most changes in successive node coordinate values. Upon allowing

an average of 6 bits for this purpose, the 20 node coordinate

changes plus la branch orientation bits require a total of 134

bits.

n4bits---specify the number and .locations in the node sequence of the

start node of each branch to be displayed as a broken line.

Again, assuming that the number of such branches is small, a

very generous overbound on the number of bits required is (n1/2)

log n l . One bit is required here for the example.

Components Group

n 5 bits --- specify the element sequence corresponding to the specified node

sequence. Assuming roughly 4 bits per branch element, the number

of bits required here is about 4n 1 . Since about half the branches

are just wire connections, the number of required bits will be

considerably smaller. Thirty two bits are required for the example.

Labels Group

p,3int Sequence 2 Group

n 6 bits --- specify the number of symbol sequences occurring in labelling.

A ^3nerous upper bound for the number of such sequences is the

number of nodes iii the circuit node sequence. Hence, 4 bits are

adequate for our example. There are 9 symbol sequences there.

n
7
 bits --- roughly 5 bits should be adequate for encoding the change in each

coordinate in going from the first symbol in one sequence to the

first symbol in the following; sequence. Since there are 9

symbol sequences, about 90 bits are required here.

1
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* 8 bits --- specify the common font size. 5 bits are adequate here.

n 9bit::---with a maximum of 5 symbols in any symbol sequence, 18 bits

are adequate to specify the numbers of symbols in each

symbol sequence.

n10 bits --- identify all the symbols in the nine symbol sequences. There are

20 symbols. If the symbol set includes all English upper and

lower case letters, arabic numbers from 0 through 9, and

mathematical symbols such as "=", "x", etc., then 7 bits is more

than adequate to code each symbol. An average of 5 bits per

symbol is probably attainable using a Huffman code since only

kabout one third of the letters in the alphabet are apt to appear

with significant frequency in circuit labeling. Hence, 140 bits

are certainly more than needed here.

Arrows Group

n ll bits --- specify the number of arrows. There are 2 in the example. Two

or three bits is probably sufficient for the number of arrows to

be enco ,tered.	
I

n 12 bits --- are used for locating points fo^ the arrow shafts. Three points 	 I

would be used for one arrow and two for the other in the example.

For each arrow, changes in point coordinate values are encoded,

so about 6 bits per coordinate change should be satisfactory.

Thus, about 60 Lits are required for the example.

n 13 bits --- are used for s pecifying the numbers of heads for each of the first

and second arrows and then to which end of an arrow the head is

I
connected if an arrow has only one head.

In summary, about 200 bits are required for encoding the circuit elements

and their connections, and somewhat less than 325 bits are required for encoding

labels and arrows. Surprisingly, labels and arrows account for most of the

representation code. If one were willing; to build more intelligence into the

system, the numbers of bits required for representing labels and arrows could

be considerably reduced. For example,were the system able to recognize that

labels B, E, and C are labels for the transistor base, emitter and collector,

the system could encode the fact that the transistor terminals are to be labeled

and not encode the individual symbols and their locations. If it were recognized

It
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that the label "47k" is assc.;.a.ated with the resistor between nodes 3 and 4, the

first symbol could be located with respect to the local cou.dina:e system for

the associated resistor, and the lunation be sufficiently crude that some compression

thereby achieved.

Finally, additional compression of the circuit component symbols and their

interconnections is possible by not encoding node spatial location information.

However, then the circuit branches with which labels and arrows are associated

must definitely be understood. It might even be possible to obtain further

compression by recognizing the circuit to be a grounded emitter amplifier, but

the extent of this added compression is not clear and it would probably be

difficult to extend circuit recognition to circuits containing, two or more

transistors.

0

0
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2.2	 Logic Circuits Group

(Combinational and Sequential)

The encoding here is similar to that for the Electronic Circuits Group

except that arrows are usually absent. The decomposition of this group into

subgroups is as shown.

Logic clrcu)t
GroU

point ^e^, c:nce	 - C 0 ►o1 foneo+S

Group y— 	 Grc^^	 U, 

First a node sequence (changes in node coordinates from node to node) and then

branch elements are specified. Labels play an important role in these circuits.

The components permitted are And, Or, Nand, Nor Gates, Inverter!., Negating,,

Nodes, and J-K and S-R Flip-Flops. Also, more general modules represented as

Irectangular boxes with labels inside and perhaps outside. Since gates nave two
i

or more inputs and one out put, we adopt the convention that gate input and output

node sequences are encoded in the restricted fo mat of input nodes sequentially

ordered and output node either preceding or following the in;,uc nodes. A 1 or 0,

resp- aively, following the component designation will indi:ate whether the

input nodes precede or follow the output node.

Unlike other components, labels are an inherent part of the symbol for

a flip-flop. The J (or S) and Q noes must be so labeled and. when present, the

CP (clock pulse) node must be labeled. Hence, we provide this information in

the code for a flip-flop within he Com ponents Group. In the Point Sequence

Group for encoding; logic circuit nodes, the nodes on one side of the rectangular

flip-flop box will be given and then sequentially nodes on successive sides of

the box. In the Components Group:, after the fli p -flop nodes have been identified

the J (or S) node and Q node (along; with the alternative symbol such as A, B,

etc., which may be u-;ed in p lace of the symbol Q) are identified.

Modules such as adders, etc., are usually represented as a rectangular box

with interior and exterior labels. The proposed code format here involves

•
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encoding input and output nodes and labels and an algorithm is provided for

J	
constructing an appropriate rectangular box based on node data. Since nodes

{	 may exist on Viree and perhaps even four sides of the module rectangular boy:,

nodes on one side of the box would appear as a subsequence in the total node

sequence, and nodes on the remaining sides of the box would be encoded

sequentially as they occur when proce-'ing around the box in one direction.

When identifying the node subsequence constituting a module in the Components

Group, the nodes appearing on each side of the rectangular box must also be

delineated. This can conveniently he accomplished through use of a sequence of

three code words, Each specifying the number of nodes on a side of the box.

Labels pose a greater problem here than with electronic circuits because

the labels here are associated with nodes and these nodes are closer together

than are the entities la:)eied in electronic circuits. Furthermore, the labels

in logic circuits usually denote logical variables, and this information Srea:ly

facilitates the understanding of circuit behavior. Finally, certain labels should

be contained entirely within a rectangular box. The burden of meeting :here

requirements will be on the pattern recognizes and parameter adjustment programs

at the encoder. Once parameters have been adjusted to meet the constraints, the

labels can be encoded as a Symbol Sequence Group as was the case with the electronic

circuits.

An arrow head denoting direction of data flow may appear on a data line.

This symbol could be treated as a circuit component or a label, but it is assumed

here that it is treated as the latter.

I'
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2.3	 Transistor Curves of i C Versus vCE Group

A set of curves occurring frequently either alone or with additional

drawing such as a load line, is the set of curves of collector current versus

-!	 collector-to-emitter voltage for various values of base current (see Figure	 2	 ).

These curves can be encoded as a general Graph Group, but are highly stylized
r

and the-.!fore can usually be encoded somewhat more efficiently as an i C vs.

vCE Graph Group.	 Parameter specification then is the location of the origin and

the last points for the coordinate axes i,, 	 end 
vCE.	

Then the set of curves is

specified.	 This can be done by representing a prototype curve, the one for

smallest i s is this case, by a suitable number of pcints (and an interpolation j

algorithm stored at the transmitter and at the receiver--perha ps a cubic spline)

and multiplying the curve by a constant plus the integers 2 through n to obtain

the n curves in the graph.	 Then axis labels and curve labels are specified.

A reasonably.complete set of situations would range from specification of all

labels--i s , i c , vCE , units and sets of values for these parameters--to use of

a symbol subgroup where an arbitrary set of symbols can be provided.

Hence, the numbers of binary symbols involved is the following:

n 1 bits --- locate origin and end points of the i C and vCE coordinate axes.

There are 4 parameters here.

n 2 bits --- specify curves. A 1 or 0 will specify whether curves are to be

represented as multiples of a basic curve or are to be specified

individually. The number of points to be used per curve is

then given and finally a sequence of changes in x, y pairs per

point. Four points to characterize the left side curved portion

of a prototype and a right end port would probably be satis-

factory. A straight line might be used for interpolation over

most of the curve. Finally, for the multiples of a prototype

case, the number of multiples and the multiplicative factors

must be specified. Successive multiplicative factors which differ

by a fixed increment--whic;i is most likely to be the number i--

should prove satisfactory. Hence, 3 parameters to describe the

multiplicative factors are required--the number of curves, the

increment between successive multiplicative factors, and the first

multiplicative factor.

.	 ,
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n 3 bits --- encode labels. There are four reasonable situations here which

can be named with 2 bits. These are: complete labeling consisting

of i B , i C , vCE , units (i.e., "m-a", "volts"), and values: is,

ic , vCE only; complete labeling plus a Symbol Group; or finally,

a Symbol Group alone. The Symbol Group permits variations but

also additional labeling if loadlines or other additional curves

are used. For the first case, values of i s , e.g., i s = .01 ma,

i 8 = .02 ma, etc., would be specified at each curve and values of

vCE and iC would be reproduced at points along their respective

axes. For each axis, the location of the first such value would

be given, then the value given, and then changes in location and

values of the remaining values to a ppear would be encoded. The

total number of bits required for representation of this group

is small.

0 a	
t	
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3.0	 Natural Less-Stylized Pictures

Because of inhei-cr,t variability, there are few stylized group structures such

as the Electronic Circuit Group here. Rather, the patterns of interest are unions

of curve segments replications of line drawings or semi solidly black regions,

and regions which ha-e no line structure and are essentially all white or all black.

Figures 3,4,5	 are copies of much of the blackboard material appearing during two

lectures in an undergraduate Histology course. Figures 3, 4 are drawn copies and

Figure 5 a photocopy. Beyond compression which can be achieved by approximating

line drawings with splines, we car. achieve significant compression if: (1) a

pattern contains considerable replication of a subpattern, (2) a pattern is a

perturbation of an idealized simply parameterized pattern (which is another way of

saying that a pattern is significantly more efficiently parameterized within a

certain local coordinate system than within the original and, also, that the local

coordinate system is efficiently described within the original coordinate system).

For the material in Figures 3, 4, 5 and for a wide range of other material,

among the useful structure for efficient representation are the following. Curve

segments are constructed from other curve segments and from point sequences.
	 61

Point sequences are taken directly from data given with respect to a coordinate

system, or are described with respect to curve segments or regions. Regions are

built from curve segments. Replications are constructed in terms of a basic

prototype pattern and a point sequence at which the basic pattern is to be

replicated. As is clearly exhibited in the drawings in Figures 3, 4, 5 randomness

plays an important role in trying to model replication.	 Each of the structures--

Curve Segment Sequence, Point Sequence, Region and Replication--will be modelled

as a group. Since there may be two or more of one or more of these grout types,

in addition to a group ty pe identifier we will also need to name the various

groups within each type. Before going into further detail on the structure of

these groups, we briefly indicate how they would be used for the representation

of a few of the subpictures in Figures 3, 4, 5. Consider first Figure 4a. The

node numbers there are not part of the picture to be reproduced but rather are

for facilitating description of the encoding procedure. First, a Curve Sequence

Group representing the three nested ellipsoidal ty pe curves would be established.

(We will refer, to this group as Group 1). The three curves are not p erfe ct

e^i ses, but rather small perturbations of perfect ellipses. We therefore

have a choice. Either the curves can be represented accurately--or a random
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mechanism can be employed for slightly distorting the best fitting ellipses.

(The receiver and the trarismitter would have the same random number generator.)

The latter result would probably be worse reproducticns than the best fitting

{	 ellipses, but the approximations would retain the naturalness and nature of

the original data. This is an important point. We can produce an exact

reproduction if this is necessary. But for concept teaching, a rough reproduc-

tion but of the same character is usually as satisfactory and can be encoded

with fewer bits and require less processing. Fifteen spatial parameters are

needed in encoding the three ellipses. (The use of circles instead of ellipses

here might require fewer bits to achieve the same accuracy in curve fit.)

Next, the end points of the straight lines are encoded as a Point Sequence Group.

The points would be encoded by using the approximation appearing; in Group 1.

The points 1 through 8 would be s pecified with respect to the outer perturbed

ellipse approximation ap pearing in Group 1, and then the points 9 through 15

would be specified in a similar way with respect to the adjacent perturbed ellipse

approximation. The Point Sequence Group would thus contain a descri ption of the

locations of a sequence of 15 points (we will refer to this group as Group 2).

More specifically, the points 1 through 8 could be ?^-cated exactly by treating

the ellipse as a local curvilinear coordinate system with a point located in

accordance with its component along the curve and then its component perpendicular

to the curve. Since the latter component will be essentially 0 here, we ignore

it and just encode along curve distance of a point from the preceding point.

We again have a choice since the points appear to be roughly eq_ui-spaced. We

can encode exactly the perturbations from an average value in their spacing or

we can define a simple randomization mechanism which perturbs them slightly from

their average spacing. The reproduction in the latter case would differ

slightly from the original, but the picture would be of the same character.

Next, we construct a second Curve Sequence Group. (Refer to it as Group 3 •)

This group contains all the straight line segments such as that connecting

nodes 1 and 9 and that connecting nodes 2 and 9, etc. Group 3 uses Group 2.

Nodes in Group 2 are numbered as in the figure and the straight line segments

are characterized by a sequence of pairs of node numbers. Finally, the black

region must be modelled. A Region Group (refer to it as Group 4) is constructed

by specifying the sequence of four curve segments which bound the region. The

two straight line segments can be retrieved from Group 3. The two perturbed

elliptic arcs can be obtained from Group 1. Since the arcs do not appear

i
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explicitly there but rather are segments of longer curves appearing there, the

arcs must be derived through operations on the curves in Group 1. In Group 4

the required segments are extracted through retrieving the two perturbed

ellipses from Group 1, retrieving the desired curve segment end points, points

1, 8, 9, and 15 from Group 2, and obtaining the curve segments from this data.

Finally, the black region can be obtained by calling on a group realizing a

set operation--complementation on the region specified in Group 4 in our example.

Consider Figure 4b next. A reasonable encoding here is as follows. First,

specify a point sequence for curve 1-3. It is not clear whether the most

efficient code would result from approximating the data by a circle--requiring

3 parameters--and then specifying point locations with respect to this universe,

or whether it would be better to locate points with respect to the coordinate

system for the entire field. Call the resulting group, Group 1. Next, Group 1

is used in a Curve Segment Group to approximate curve 1-3. We refer to this

group as Group 2. Then curve 1'-3' is encoded as being at constant perpendicular

distance from the curve of Group 2 over the intervals l'-2' and 2'-3'. he refer

to the Curve Segment Sequence in which curve l'-3' is encoded as Group 3. Then

a point sequence is encoded for curve 4-5 as Group 4 and a Curve Segment Group
0 4

then established, Group 5. Using the Replication group, the adjacent three

curves are encoded as shifts of the basic pattern, curve 4-5. Finally, the Pur-

kinje cell sequence and Granular and Molecular layers must be encoded. For ex-

ample, the Purkinje cells can be encoded using the Replication Group as follows.

First, we determine a curve through the cell locati.cas and, therefore, with re-

spect to which the cell locations can be efficiently given. Toward this end,

specify a sequence of about 5 points with respect to curve 1-3 as F. coordinate

system. These points are to be equispaced along, curve 1-3 and have the ap-

propriate perpendicular distances from curve 1-3. Few bits are necessary here.

Call this Point Sequence Group, Group 6. Group 7, a Curve Segment Group, is

defined in terms of Group 6 and is used as a coordinate system for locating the

replication points for the Purkinje cell set. The basic Purkinje cell is re-

located at equispaced intervals along, the curve of Group 7 and is oriented per-

pendicular to the curve. Some simple random mechanism can be described for

modifying; the basic Purkinje cell as replicated ai each location. Replication

in the vicinity of curve 1-3 of the other cell types can be handled in a similar

way.

s
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The various groups are constructed as follows.

3.1
	

Point Sequence Group

This group assembles a sequence of points for use in another Point Sequence

Group, or in a Curve Segment Sequence Group, or in a Replication Group, or

perhaps others not as yet defined. Points are assembled here by calling one or

more other Point Sequence Groups and/or by calling one or more local coordinate

systems and specifying points with respect to these systems. If possible, the

points are encoded in the order they will be needed by one or more of the other

groups constructed for a picture.
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More specifically , a subsequence in the Point Sequence Group is encoded in

one of two ways, these being (1) by calling an already formed Point Sequence

Group, (2) by calling an appropriate coo^dinate system and encoding the points

with respect to this system. Four coordinate system structures a ppear to be

worth distinguishing. The first is simply the rectan?ular coordinate system

for the entire picture. The second and third are curvilinear coordinate systems.

The appropriate curve is specified by calling a Curve Segment Sequence Group,

and the extent of the universe in the direction perpendicular to the curve is

given. Points are encoded within the first-two universes by encoding the change

I
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in coordinate values of two successive points. The third system is to be used

for points which are equispaced in an array, or more generally, are equispaced

along the coordinate curve and equispaced perpendicular to the coordinate cuuve.

Then the location of the first point in the sequence is given, as are the numbers

of points parallel to and perpendicular to the coordinate curve. The many small

circles in figure 5 are an example of this. This encoding can result in many

fewer bits than would be required by using one of the first two systems. The

fourth system is a region accessed by calling a Region Group. The region is

specified within the Region Group as a curve segment sequence constituting a

closedboundary curve. This system would be used for rather arbitrary region

boundaries and points which appear to be randomly distributed throughout the

region. Point locations would not be duplicated within the region, but rather

the random process identified and a generator for a similar one used to generate

the points within the region. For the most part, we assume a two-dimensional

poisson process would be appropriate and therefore merely encode the point-

density parameter. Receiver and transmitter would have identical poisson process

generators.

A one bit code, following the Point Sequence Group header and then group

name, could specify whether a subsequence is to be encoded by simply calling an

already formed Point Sequence Group or by encoding the subsequence with respect

to one of the four described coordinate systems. Then two bits would specify

which one of the four coordinate systems is to be used. If the choice is one

of the last three, a few bits are required for naming the appropriate Curve

Sequence Group or Region Grou p , and in the case of the Curve Sequence Croup,

a few bits are required for describing the extent of the coordinate system in

the direction perpendicular to the curve. Code for the encoding of points

within the first two coordinate systems is straightforward. First, the number

Of points within the sequence is specified. Then, changes in x and y cordinates

in going from one point to the next are specified.

Sequences of subsequences as above are encoded in order to construct a

Point Sequence Group. The code as described above is such that the decoder can

determine when the code for one subsequence finishes and the next begins. Some

further saving in the number of bits required is possible if, for example, two

or more successive subsequences are encoded in the same type of coordinate

system or are all called as already formed groups, but the saving is small and

we therefore do not pursue the matter further here.

i
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3.2	 Curve Segment Sequence Group

i

We provide for a curve segment generation in one of four ways in this

group. First, an already formed Curve Segment Sequence Group can be called in

its entirety, or such a group can be called and one or more curve segments

retrieved from it. Second, a primitive, e.g., a circle or a segment of a

circle can be called. Thi.rd, a Point Sequence Group can be called or a sub-

sequence called. Finally, a Point Sequence Group can be called and all or a

subset of its elements rearranged in the order in which they are to be used. in

the curve segment determination.

More specifically, consider the first option. Then 2 bits will specify

whether the entire Curv^ Segment Sequence Group is used, whether a subsequence of

the curve segments is used, or whether a subsegment of a curve segment is used.

If the second choice is made, the coding involves specifying the positions within

the curve segment sequence of the first and last segments to be retrieved. If

the third choice is made, the position within the curve segment sequence of the

curve segment to be extracted is specified, and then the first and last end-

j	 points delimiting the curve subsegment of interest are given. The coordinate	 .P
system within which the two points are encoded is the same system within which

the points determining the curve segment are encoded.

If the third option of calling a Point Sequence Grou p is chosen, one bit

specifies whether the whole group or a subsequence is used. If the latter, the

positions of the first and last points in the subsequence are specified.

If the fourth option of calling a Point Sequence Group and rearranging all

or 3 subset of the points is chosen, one bit specifies whether all or a subset

of the points in the grou p are used. If the latter, then the number of points

to be used is specified and a sequence of position labels for the point sub-

sequence given. These labels are given in the order in which the points are

to be considered in constructing a curve segment with splines. For example, if

the original point sequence were xl , y l , x21 y 2 ,..., xn , yn , then the subset

rearrangement 
x2' y2' xis yl' x

5 , y5 would appear in the new Point Sequence

Group as 2, 1, 5,

An appropriate encoding of the second option is obvious.
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3.3	 Replication Group

This group serves to reproduce a basic pattern at a number of locations.

I	 The basic pattern is represented in a rectangular local coordinate system with

axes parallel to those of the original coordinate system for the entire picture.

This local coordinate system and basic pattern must be encoded. The basic

pattern may be a line drawing which can be represented as a Curve Segment

Sequence Group, or it may be a pattern with considerable black area in which

case the original data comprising the pattern may be used as is without modifica-

tion or it might be compressed somewhat using cluster coding. (Note that even

though we are dealing largely with line drawings, it is easy to draw small

subpictures with considerable black area and provision must therefore be made

to handle such patterns.) The Purkinje cells in Figure 4b are an example

of small patterns :•,ith considerable black area. In general, we expect the basic

pattern will be reproduced at each location with a fixed orientation in the 	 !
1

original or in the coordinate system, with respect to which the relocation

points are described. For example, the first axis of the rectangular coordinate

system within which the basic pattern is encoded might be maintained at a

constant angle with respect to the first axis of the curvilinear coordinate

system for specifying the relocation points. Again, this is a good model for

the Purkinje cell replication in Figure 4b, Finally, for those situations

where the basic pattern is not replicated with constant orientation the sequence

of changes in orientation must be given. Here one bit can indicate whether the	 A

coordinate system within which orientation is encoded is the original system

or the one used for specifying relocation point coordinates. Then, the sequence

of changes in orientation encoded.

In greater detail, the code is determined as follows. Following the

Replication Group type specification and encoding of the group identifier, the

basic pattern is encoded. One bit specifies whether the pattern is called as

a Curve Segment Sequence Group or is a reproduction of a suLset of the original

picture data. If the latter, then some appropriate local rectangular coordinate

system with axes parallel to the original system is specified for the pattern.

There are 4 parameters describing this coordinate system--the extent of the

universe in the x and y directions and the location of the local origin within

this universe.

Next, the relocation points are to be encoded. This is handled by calling

a Point Sequence Group. Finally, basic pattern orientation must be specified

#j
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at each relocation point. Two bits convey which of three possibilities pertain.
r

	

t-	 (1) Fixed orientation with respect to the original coordinate system for the

whole picture. (2) Fixed orientation with respect to the coordinate system

used in the Point Sequence Group. (3) Varying orientation with respect to the

coordinate system used in the Point Sequence Group. Encoding for (1) and (2)

merely requires encoding the fixed orientation. Encoding for (3) involves

encoding the sequence of changes in orientations of the basic pattern from one

relocation point to the next.

3.4	 Region Group

The structure of this group is trivial. Following group type specification

and then group identifier, a Curve Segment Sequence Group is called. The curve

segment sequence should be a simple closed curve which does not intersect itself.

Since the curve is a directed curve, one additional bit specifies whether the

	

1	
region interior is on the right or the left when traversing; the curve in the

forward direction.

One or more additional groups can be defined which take as arguments

Point Sequence Groups, Curve Segment Sequence Groups and Regional Groups and

realize set operations such as complementation, intersection, etc.

I
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Examples

We estimate the numbers of bits necessary to encode figures 4a and 4b.

There is no obviously best coding although if using the groups given and es-

sentially in their described form,a coding close to the best can be readily de-

termined. A few new options and modifications in defined groups are seen to be

clearly desirable as one tries to encode more pictures. The encodings described

in the remainder of this section differ somewhat from those, for the same pic-

tures, briefly summarized in section 3.0. The encodings here use one or two

fewer options than would be necessary for the others and are therefore simpler

to describe. The required bit estimates here can be considered to be upper

bounds on what can be achieved using the best of the encodings here and in sec-

tion 3.0.

Figure 4A

We encode Figure 4a :;amcwhat differently here than as described in section

3.0. The figure encoded here is the three closed curves and the as5n'^iated ":nes

and black area, and also the arrows and underlined letters CSF. The compresr=.on

realized is about 20 to 1. As discussed at the end of this section, if a less

exact reproduction is permissible, grt__ter compression is possible

Since oily a few group types and at most a few instances of each group type

appear in the encoding of these examples, 10 bits is more than adequate for spe '.i-

fying a group type and naming an instance. First a Point Sequence Group is es-

tablisned and the coordinate changes encoded for the sequence which we describe

in terms of our point labels: 1, 9, 2, 3, 10, 11, 4, S, 12, 13, 6, 7, 14, 15,
8, 1, 9 and an additional 7 points for the inner circle. We assume that these

points are adequate for representing the three closed curves. If we assume that

10 msolution cells are required for representing the small closed curve, then a

square 128 ^)y 128 0-1 character matrix would be needed for encoding the whole

picture. This field consists of 16,384 bits. Hence, less than 10 bits are re-

quired for specifying, group type and naming the group, 4 x 7 = 28 bits are required
for determininc the local rectanrular coordinate system parameters, and then about

23 x 10 = 230 bits are necessary for encodin g, the point semience coordinate changes.

There are 23 points here and we assumed about 5 bits per coordinate change. Thus,

about 270 t ; are required for this group.

i a
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Next, a Curve Segment Sequence Group is established for the three closed

curves. Assume an option not contained in the definition of this group in sec.

tion 3.2, namely, when using a Point Sequence Group a subsequence can be ex-

tracted by associating a 1 or a 0 with each point depending on whether or not

the point is to be in the subsequence wanted. Then less than 10 bits are re-

quired for specifying group type and name, less than 10 bits are required for

calling the Point Sequence Croup for each of the three closed curves, and 23 bits

are required for extracting the point subse quence to be used for each closed

curve. Thus, roughly 35 bits per curve are required here, or about 120 bits for

the group.

A group which we haven't defined would be used for encoding the 6 straight

lines, namely, a Line Se quence Gr,)up. This group simply directs the receiver to

connect straight lines between successive points in a Point Sequence Group. The

option mould be available of having one binary symbol associ^-ed with each point

in the Point Sequence Group called with a 1 indicating that a point be used and

a 0 indicating that it not be used. Hence, less than 10 bits specify the group

type and name, 10 bits are required for calling the Point Sequence Group and 23

bits are required for extracting the point subsequence to be used. Roughly 35

bits are required here.

Finally, for the black area in the figure a Region Group type and name are

specified, using about 10 bits. And 10 bits are required for calling the Curve

Segment Sequence Group defining the region. This Curve Segment Sequence Group

is as follows: 10 bits specify the group type and name. To incorporate the line

segments between points 1 and 9 and points 15 and 8, 10 bits are used to call the

Line Sequence Group and 8 bits are used to extract the two line segments of in-

terest. Hence, about 20 bits are required to specify the two line segments. The

two curve segments between points 15 and 9 and points 8 and 1 are incorporated

as follows. Curve Segment Sequence Group 1 is called, using 10 bits, and for

4 bits the first option is chosen -- calling a single curve segment. Then points

9 and 15 are specified using± 14 bits for the first point and 10 for the second.

This is repeated for the other curve segment. Hence, about 70 bits are used in

calling the two curve segments. Consequently, this Curve Segment Sequence Group

is encoded for 100 bits. Finally, assume the Region Group contains an option

for performing set operations such as complementation of the 0's and 1's within

the region. Then the total number of bits required for encodin g, the black area

is roughly 125 bits.
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Finally, the three arrows, the letters CSF, and the two underlines must be

encoded. Roughly 95 bits would be required to use the Arrows Group defined in

Section 2.1. Roughly 60 bits would suffice for encoding, CSF using the Syr)O'

Sequence Group, and roughly 80 bits woul.t_ be required usinf, a Point Sequence

Group and then a Line Sequence Group to encode the two lines under CSF.

In Summary, Figure 4a can be encoded in less than 800 bits in the way des-

cribed. This provides a compression of 20 to 1. 	 Substantially greater com-

pression is possible if the following approximation is satisfactory: (i) The

three closed curves are approximated as small random perturbations of ellipses.

(ii) The points ]. through 8 and points 9 through 15 are represented as small

random perturbations of uniformly spaced points around the closed curves on which

they lie.

Figure lb

A 256 x 256 cell field is required for this picture. We encode t'-,,! firers

first. 10 bits specify a Replication Grout; and its name. Then a local coordi-

nate system for the curve between points 4 and 5 is specified and encoded using

4 x 16 = 64 bits. Five points are more than adequate for specifying the curve

and require about 50 bits at about 10 bits per point. Finally, the 4 points at

which this curve is to be replicated can be specified using less than 48 bits

where we have assumed about 1.2 bits per point. Thus, the 4 fibers can be en-

coded using fewer than 125 bits.

Next, the two long arcs between points 1 and 2 and points 1" and 2" are

encoded. A point sequence of 10 points can be establishec! for each curve. This

requires about 130 bits per curve or a total of 260 bits. When used in a Curve

e
	

Segment Sequence Group, the number of bits required co specify the two curves is

about 300 bits.

W° then encode the Purkinje cells. Assume an area of about 100 pixels (pic-

ture elements) is required to re pre-ent a prototype Purkinje cell. With 4 x 16 =

64 bits to represent the local coordinate system for the cell, a total of about

170 bits are required for encoding, the prototype. The 10 points at which the basic

cell pattern is to be replicated are encoded almost as described in section 3.0.
1

The exception is that the 5 points in the Point Sequence Grou p denoted rroun 6

there are specified in the coordinate system for the entire picture rath!'r than

in a —ordinate system determined by curve 1-3. This change simplified the encod-

without requiring additional bitr. Hence, about 65 bits en ^_ode• group 6. About

25 bits encode group 7 which defines a curve determined by the points in group 6,

i
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and the locations of the 10 equispaced points alon g, this curve and at which -the

prototype Purkinje cell is to be replicated are encoded as a Point Sequence Group

using roughly 30 bits. Thus, roughly 120 bits specify the locations and orienta-

tions of the 10 Purkinje cells. 300 bits should be sufficient for specifying

the Replication Group for these 10 cells.

The molecular and granular layers are then encoded in an obvious way. The

points at which the basic patterns are replicated appear to be randomly distri-

buted over a region here. This region is conNenjently defined with respect to

the coordinate curve through the Purkinje cells, i.e. the curve specified in

group 7. 800 bits should be more than adequate for encoding these two _ayers.

Finally the V words and associated 3 straight lines must be encoded. The

4 words can be encoded as a Symbol Sequences Grou p , using roughly 280 bits,

and the 3 straight lines can be encoded :.n a Straight Line Scquence Group using

less than 170 bits.

In summary Figure 4b can be accurately encoded using fewer than 2,000 bits.

With 256 x 256 = 65,536 bits required for the uncompressed picture, this repre-

sents a compression of better than 30 to 1.

By exploiting acceptable variability in reproduction and using structural

knowledge of the cells and tissue being dealt with, additional compression is

possible.
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4.0	 Pattern Recognition

At first glance, the pattern recogniation required to realize the

suggested encoding of the material appearing in the electronics course or in

the histology course seems extremely formidable. However, upon closer examina-

tion it appears to be within the realm of the practical. Appropriate pattern

recognition algorithms would have to be developed, but this problem seems to

be r^anaoeable. We assume that reasonable care would be exercised by the

communicator in drawing the pictures.

If x, y coordinate data is available as the p icture is drawn (which would

be the case when an electronic backboard or a data tablet is used), the pattern

recognition problem is of course very much simpler than when such sequential

information is not available. We assume the latter, i.e., the worst case of

the recognizer being presented with a complete picture. At present, there are

effective handprinted character reco_-nizers com,cercially available, and this

technolcgy will develop rapidly. Hence, the cost of recognition of alphanumeric

characters is or is about to become very _easonable. Distinguishing among the

three subpicture group types introduced for the electronics course mat.:ria'_ or

other subpicture types which might arise there seems to be a problem which can

be managed. Also, once one of these subpicture grou ps has been type identified,

low cost recognition of the subpicture parts is possible. For example, consider

recognition of the parts of an electronic circuit schematic. There is great

variability in hand drawn symbols for resistors, inductors, capacitors, and

diodes, and these symbols are complicated. However, they differ from one another

sufficiently that the data can be reduced through use of information--destroying

transformations and this transformed data used for reliable recognition.

Projection of the two dimensional binary cell patterns onto two orthogonal one-

dimensional subspaces (i.e., projection onto orthogonal lines) results in

reduced data from which the four symbols can be reliably and inexpensively

recognized.

Figure 6 contairis binary cell arrays of circuit symbols inputted through

use of an acoustic data tablet. The print-out is somewhat distorted because

of different scales in the horizontal and vertical directions. Figures 7a,b,c,d

are projections of the 0, 1 arrays on the horizontal and vertical axes. Notice

that when the elements are oriented horizontally (or vertically) they are

readily distinguishable from their projections. Further study would be necessary

to determine whether these projections contain sufficient information for

J
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recognition when the element orientations is roughly 45 0 to the horizontal.

However, the problem can always be circumvented by using two sets of projections

for recognition--projections on a horizontal and vertical pair of lines and

projections on a pair of lines making angles of 45 0 and 135 0 with the horizontal.

The required recognition for the tissue and cell pictures also seems rea-

sonable. Long smooth curves must be recognized in Figures 3,4. This is read-

ily accomplished through curve following where in passing through an intersec-

tion the path having the smallest change in curvature is the one followed.

Replications of a basic subpattern such as the Purkinje cells or others in Fig-

ure 4b, or the circles in Figure 5 can be tentatively recognized by recogniz-

ing the existence of a high density of small subpatterns.
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5.0	 Further Work

The results on this work to date show that very high compression of line

drawing data is theoretically achievable and that the pattern recognition re-

quired to implement this at or at close to these compression levels appeals to

be possible. What remains to be done is to ref.ne the definitions of a few of

the groups, define a few additional ones and experiment with a partial imple-

mentation of a coder and decoder in software for basically one subject area.

This exper_mentation would permit a better ur.d(-rstandii.g of the whole subject

and also aid in the development of some understanding of what might be practi-

cal to implement in an operational system.

Subject material which would i)e suitable for a partially implemented sys-

tem in software might consist of much of an introductory textbook such as "An

Introduction to Electronics" by Oldham and Schwartz, the I::EE Transactions on

Computers, and some electronic systems conference picture raterial. Three sets

of problems require attention, these being pattern recognition, encoding in bi-

nary strings, and reconstructing pictures from their codes. Within each group,

problems of interest in increasing order of difficulty are listed. 	
1

Pattern recognition. M Recognize that a picture constitutes an electronic

or logic circuit schematic. Recognize the electronic and logic symbols and

the wires in the diagrams. (ii) Recognize the portion of a circuit with which

a label is to be associated. This may be based on proximity or on a low level

of understanding of meaning. For example, the symbols S2 or v in the label

indicate the label is to be associated with a nearby resistor or volta ge source,

respectively. The value of the number in a label provides a clue to its meaning;

When dealing with a transistor circuit, a number in the thousands in the picture

is highiv unlikely to be a voltage and would most likely be a resistance. (iii) For

pictures of natural phenomena, recognize that certain curves and areas are to

be reproduced exactly, and recognize that certain other curves and areas need be

reproduced in character only. (iv) For pictures not carefully drawn, use sequen-

tial stroke information in order to do the recognition rather than recognizing

a completed picture based only on its 0-1 character matrix. This se q uential in-

formation would be most easily obtainable if the drawings were made on an elec-

tronic blackboard or on a data tablet where the signal would be available as it

is generated. (v) Recognize which sub pictures should be s pecified .,,'_th respect

to other subpictures.
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Coding. (i) Finalize the useful primitives and groups for electronic and logic

circuit schematics and implement an encoder in software (ii) Examine the

question of fewer more complex groups versus more but simpler groups and greater

flexibility in encoding. The matter is posed in greater detail in 1 . later

in this section. If one is interested in the problem of picture storage, then

data base design considerations become important. (iii) Extend (i) to a

broader class of subject material.

Picture reconstruction from codes. (i) Reproduce electronic and logic circuit 	 !

schematics using fixed font symools. (ii) Reproduce parametrized primiti-es

such as conic curves, and reproduce piecewise linear approximations to more

variable curves.

A number of the more general questions which need to be understood are the

following:

(1) For representing the drawings of natural phenomena in the histology

lectures, we used hierarchies of groups, where, for example, a group

such as a Point Sequence Group might call another group which in turn

might call other Point Se quence Group . Each new group introduced

necessitates the transmission of the group ty pe identifier and the

group name and other information describing coordinate systems, etc.
61

Furthermore, the group identifier and name is transmitted again when 

called by some oth-- group. This approach permits flexibility but

may very well require more bits than would be the case if more compli-

cated groups were used. For example, the Electronic Circuit Group uses

a restricted form of a Point Sequence Grou p and also encodes the point

location information directly rather than calling a previously encoded

group by type and name. The latter saves bits and com puter p rocessin-

but the groups may be more difficult for a human to design. We have

some feeling for the tradeoffs here, but additional work is necessary.

(2) It would be eaciest to implement a system for a subject using rather

stylized drawings as is the case of the electronic lecture material.

A better understanding of the general nrocedure and difficulty of de-

signing groups for such classes would be desirable. What can be said

about the numbers of required groups to be expected for other subject

areas?

(3) For the looser structure involved in encoding the cell and tissue draw-

ings, recognition of situations affording, good compression is necessary.
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That is, there are a number of different ways the picture can be en-

coded and the system should be able to recognize one of the better

ones without having to try all and then choose the best. Is this

feasible or is human intervention in this decision making required in

many situations?

i
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Abstract

Our interest in this parer is in encoding pic-
tures, within a certain class, in minirun averare

length binary sequences. The p ictures of interest

here are those arisinr in conferencing 1•v telecom-
munications, and blackboard contents which rust be

communicated for purposes of televising lectures.
The data compression problen is that of determinin;
features which can be efficiently pararetrized in
hierarchical structures and adequavely rerresent the
graphic data. Useful features treated here include

these which one might ex pect in dealing with lire

drawings but include rare abstract ones as well.
We estimate that data compressicns of better than

100 to 1 are possible.

Introeuctiot.

Fundai-ertally, the problem of effe,:ti:•e _-ra:^hic
data compression is that of deciding on an acceptable
degree of distortion which can be tolerated in the
reconsttjcted pictures and subject to this lirita-
tion encoding the p ictures to be sent in binar y se-
quences of shortest avera ge length. T!is permits

picture storage in merory of srallest size or fac-

simile corrun.lcar_ion over a channel of so-e capacity
C in mininun time. in this oaper,we deal with good
encoding of certain tyres of pictures, rarely , those

which arise in conferer.cin^ and re-cte classrec-s.
The importance of low cost co--unication of this

class of pictures for the purpose of recucinv the
need for huran transportation or fcr providing ser-
vices that have,heretofore,been too ex pensive is

self-„vident. _r con er.?nci.ng. cre is usually dealing
.:it s drawings which can Le r..ade cr, a p.c., with drzft..-
man prep.-.red charts, or with slide or viewv-raph pro-

jections. :n the remote classroom, cne is interested
in pictures dr_w-n or tl:e blackboard. in these cases,
the pictures in qu-sticn are almost a'lways 'line

drawings, and rare specifically, lire drawin g s be-
lonfinF to a limited class. It is exploitation of
the structure of this rattier restricted clans of
two-dimensional data that permits the use of para-
metrizations whip, we estimate should result it data
compressions greater than !^G to 1. :t is our fee1-
Ing that the approach described here will lead to
essentially the greatest rata co-pressicn reasonably
-possible for the class of pictures under ccnsidera-
tion and will provide further insirSt into ccnsider-
atiors ir..portant`or encoding more corplex classes
of pictures. Fi gures 1 and 2 are pictures which have
appeared in classrcom lectures on s yste- theory or
pattern recc,niticn. Note that for the most part,
we are not dealin,- with ar`itrarr curves but rather
those that corprise Fc,an or	 letters, punctua-

tion syrbols, mathematical symbols. !.ratio r.un*ors,
straight lines, pieccwise-linear curves, rectangles,
circles, ellipses, and others. In other wcres, we

are dealing with a rather finite. _:ass of objects,
each object censtructe ,: c= lines and arcs, and
it is usually the ch ; Pots that must be cerrunicatel
with high intelligi.ilit y rather tnan the ccrronent

lines or arcs therselves. The errhasis in t!is paper
is on dealing with Para-etrizable s:.' p ictures.	 icw-

ever, as we briefly comment furtcer on, aspects of

the approach are also of importance when encoding to

accurately reproduce the aata. We also point out
that the price of hirh compression is corplex pattern
recognition. However, extensive P.P. at the encoder
can be econcric because of the high cost of long

distance communications.

Structure, Distortion, Statistical Independence,
arid Clu.:terir,

The usual conversion of a picture to digital

representation is to perform a raster scan consist-

ing of a sequence of line scans capable of resolving
the picture fie_d into an array of vectar. g lar resc-

lution cells -- 2 y cells per line and 2 y' cells per

column. The data raster than consists of an array
of quantized gray levels, one of two levels for each
resolution cell. Of cocrse, the coarser t`.e q uanti-

zation, the rare cor.cact can be the encoded re:resen-
tation of the picture, but also-the greater is the
distortion. However, it has `een recc[nized (see e.g.,
references 1 and 2) that by Cara-etrizinr si-

pictures such as lines, arcs, circles, etc., rata can

he encoded rope cc •-pectly. Cur pacer is a further
develorrent of this idea. Eowever, we pause to
point out that if es-ert?al sub^icture stru:cure is
=reserved (e.r. , 4 linear rides ir.tcrsectir; at
angles for a rectanFie), ,:en ven coarse :vant : za-

tion of the sutpicture parameters rav be acceptable
(e.g., poor re p rceuctien of rectar.rle size, '-ecatien

and orientation may often be acceptable).

We bi itfl y recall a f_w e!e-entarf results c^r.-
cernir.r • ata er•Lodir.,-. Let X to an n-cc-rcr.er.t dis-
cr-te random. ve-ter. We wish to encode each ;'int

`r, the .-rre cf X in a code word of ^'s and 1's such
that average code word len gth is a r.ini^un. Tire
lower bound on this lent-zh is the entropy F(Y). it

is possible to f:rd a code which cores c'-se to

achievin g t`d s :;cund, and such a code assiFns a

hir.ary sequence of length roughly -lorp(x ) to tke

event X = x, where p(x) is the probability of the

eve.-.t and the base of the lorarith ,n is 2. Further-
-ore, if the cc-tonents of is are statistically irde-
,endent, then H(X) = jH(Y k ) (where Yk is tit_ kth

k

ccrpor.ent of Y) and little increase in the minimum
ave-rare rc-`er of tinary di g its reouired to encode

Y is incurred through encodin g the c p-rorents of X
dividua'_ly. In thecry then., a picture car. be con-

sidered to be an observation of a randcr vector and

t!e rinirun a:•erare r.0-:!or of `Iran: digits necessa:i
for er.cod.; nr p ictures r-f interest s"culd be close to
the associates ertrory. Since this is clearly i--
cossible to ir-a le^ent for reveral re.trers, we con-

sider an alter-.alive -f decc-•rosirr a cict:.re into
suhnlctures such that these suipictures are rela-
tively inderendent of one another tut each sutpic-
ture is -o-vosed of d.-a which is ! . ir ti ly 1p,lon-lent.
The deco-resiticn is rereatPd and these subrictures
are therselves decomposed into subrictures, etc. T:.s.n
In essence, picture representation is that cf a ^.:er-
archv of aistract clusters. -.e elements of a cluster

are a*stract representations of subrictures and are
described by syrlols and spatial farareters. each

cluster is encoded within the cluster of which it

.^1
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Is an element. If the clusters have bees. well
chosen, then each cluster is an element of a much
smaller and simpler universe than that with ?. n which
it would be characterized were it treated simply as
a subpicture described by the coordinate syster. • of

the picture field. Consequently, simple and reason-
ably efficient codes can be used within the clusters
at each level and this results in orders of magni-
tude of reduction in the number of binary dirits
used to represent a pictu-e over that which is neces-
sary when no attempt is made to rer:)ve redundancy.

On Simple Primitives Which Are Likely To Be Useful

Examination of rigures 1 and 2 and similar ma-

te:ial leads one to believe that some or all of the
following simple primitives will be among those of
importance in near eptirum coding. we brie fly comment
on minimal para-eter sets for characterizing each of
the primitives considered. These prir. .itives are
circles, line se,.nents, rectangles, ellipses, tri-

angles, and others. ( Of course, sirple prim itives
of this sort are often similarly parametrized for use
in graphics terrirals.)

Circles are characterized by three numbers.
Line segments are characterized by four nur?• ers; two

numbers for each end point. Fectar.Fles are charac-
terized by five numbers; various descriptors will do

but one set is p l , p21 i where p  is the lowest and

then le `tmost vertex, ? 2 is the other end of that

Lncoding a primitive involves a binary sequence
identifying primitive tvpe and then a bina ry sequence

encoding the :ara.-eter values. Obviously, the small-
er the number of parameters, the shorter will be the
associated code word.

troduce a connected straight line drawing. Figure 3
is an example of such a drawing. By "connected", we
mean that any point on the drawing car be reached
from any other point in the drawing by following an

unbroken path within the drawing. There are a number
of ways of para-.eteriz ,'r.F such drawings. One is to
introduce nodes at all points of intersection. These
are numbered arbitrarily in Figure 3. We then parc-
metrize such a primitive by specifying a sequence of
nodes such that successive nodes in the string are
connected by straight lines in the figure. Tw* para-
meters are then needed for giving the coordinates of
a node. A minima) length no3e strin g for Figure 3
Is 1,2,3,9,8,7,E	 There
are 17 nodes in this se quence and 34 parameters pro-
vi,ie a minimal descripticn, of this tyre, for the
figure. In general, a line erawing consisting of
n connected line segments can be characterized by a
number of parareters l ying in the interval

[2(n*1), 2 (2n-1)), and there are drawings for which
the minircum nurl^er of descriptive parameters are the
lower or upper bounds. dote the ratio of maximum

length of optical characterizing string to minirmm
length of optimal characterizing string fcr a con-
nected n-line drawin g is ap-roxirately 2 for n>>1.
Hence. the connected-line drawing primitive provides

a saving in the nu- `er of parameters required of at
most 50°_ over encoding the drawing as a set of in-
dividual lines.

There is, of course, dependence among the
meml• ers of the parar.eter secuen ce specifyine node
locaticrs in this primitive. (Dependence ray also
exist aronr the s patial para-,-ters characterizing
the sirpler primitives.) Much of this depen ence
can be reroved by enccdinv d " ferences in the
x-coordinates and differences in the v- oordinatez of
successive nodes rat ^sr than enccdir. F the coordinates
of each node ( a siril3rit% to Free-ar. cccir.F). This
is also a simple wav cf redLCinr the size of the
universe within which the parameters are encoded.
Later in the paper we comment on the use cf abstract
clustering to facilitate the determination of acre
efficient codes.

-^	 one o r the two lines from p r which rakes the smallest

eq	 positive angle with the positive x-axis, and L is
the length of the uther side ecar.ating f

r
om pl.

Elli pses are characterized by five numbers. Tri-

angles are characterized by six numbers.
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A variety of other simple primitives can be
considered as well. Among them are a larger class

ref quadratic curves including the para'_• olar and hy-

perboles, Wore Fenerally q-ary curves, and other
seecial functions such as damped sinusoids. The

size of the set of primitives used depends on a number
of factors which we touch on later.

On More Cernlex Primitives

Fectangles and triangles are examples of rela-
tively simple primitives which can he realized as
rro,ipin !-s of elerentary primitives, na-rely, lines.

Further-ore, Post line and/cr arc confirurat , or.s can

be well approximated by arrropriate rroupinrs of line
segments. Consequently, is there an advantage in
introducing a large number of primitives -- some of
which will be gcite complex? The size of an cpti-um

primitive set de p ends on a nur' er of factor s. Among
these are M the primitive set must obviously he
capable of adequately re presentir.F the pictures under

consideration. This adequacy should be reasured by
some distortion functicn. (ii) Alon,- with the para-
meters identifyin g a primitive, there rust fe an iden-

tification of the type ^f primiti^ ,e involved. The
larger the set of primitives, the lon{-er rust be tie
binary sequences idcntifyir.F primitiv+- type.

(iii) A complex priritive is usudlly ( but net alweys)
eharacteriz-,d by fewer paramcters than is a repre-

sentation of the primitive in terrs of sirpler prim-

itives. As an example of a complex primitive, we in-
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Characters

By characters we refer to such objects as Arabic
integers from 0 throu gh 9, the upper sne lower case
letters of the Ronan and Greek al^hahets, EnFlirh
punctuation sl-hols such as period, cc--a, quotation
rar,.s, under bar, question mark, brackets, etc-, and
possibly others. i n -any cases, we are quite willing
to have a word oriFirally tvre in cne fcnt to be
reconstructed at the receivinv end as a word printed
in another fort and c` a se-cwhat different size as
lone as the locaticn is reascrably accurate (and
reason:.-)lv accurate may mean very poor accuracy).
If a standard fort is used fcr characters with pro-
vision for artitrary locatior_, dilation, (pcssible
other types of distortion suc?, as rotation or
stretchinc in one direction), then descri p tion of
such a character reeuirec idertification of the
character, a size parameter, and two location
parameters.

Grouts
The fre quent c=currence of varicus com p lex pi:-

ture tvpes leads to the creation of new entities which
we shall cali "rreu:^s". Gro ,.rs are si-ply crdcred se-
c.uerces of primitives, varm-eters, and other croups.
rollowinr are a few examples of groups of varyin.7 com-
plexities.

example 1. Suppose "is the rower of 2x" erpears as a

line of letters. This sequence would be encoded as



i

the group type "symbol line". The only spatial Para-
meters required for characterizir.p, such a line are

those specifying the location of the first symbol arc'
the font size, a total of three Par=eterso :erce, the
group is characterized by the seq uence consistir.c of

a symbol specifying oroun type, `ollcwed by a pars-:etPr
specifying that there are l8 symbols in the secuer.ce
(includes four space sr-bols between words), follcwed
by three spatial rarareters, follcwed by the sequence
of letters, numbers and space symbols in "is the pr4er
of 2x". Mote that the major savin g incurred through
use of this group is that only three spatial para-

meters are re quired for providing sritial information
for all letters and numbers in the greuo. A second
saving incurred through use of this croun is the- the
symbols are identified within a smaller universe of
symbols. Cnly symbols such as English, and rerhars
Greek letters, and Arabic numbers appear in these s •_r -
bol sequences. Hence, these s ymbols are treated as
members of a universe of FL svr^hols rather than o pt ;f
the order of 1000 which includes primitives, rroups.
and operators. A. binary se q uence of ler.F • ti (, rathe,
thar. of length 10 is then adequate for sr=ol re pre-
sentation. An increase cost of usire Prcu7 e:.cocir-
is that group tyre identification and se q uence le.nc,:h
specification is now renuired.

Exannle 2. Suppose the cap ital letters 3, E ar— Y
occur at various places in a Picture but r:r in a
meanirj,ful vrcu,) such as the "symbol lire" yre of
Example 1. :hen a reanins;ful grou p	Sc -vmhols
is simply ''Eng lish Capital Letters" ;rc.;n type	 Sun-
pose B occurs in two ". , laces  and E and Y each once.
Let XBI YF ,. tt, and X:_. 2 . Yno, ton ..emote the spatial

reparameters	 tresent'in-. s'-. bol 'ocatior. and lent size
for each of the two °'s in cuestion and denote s-atiai
parameters for E and Y si^i-arly.w .thin the "English
Canital Letters" grou^, B, L. and Yare ^ut in sequence
in some predetermined order such as the sane order as
they occur in the alnhatet. ':her. %e Dar--_-ever se-
quence we use for this ,-.roue type is the sr*cl for
"English Canital Letters", follcwed by a Cara-.eter
indicating that there are ;Free next :eve! subrrours,
followed by t:rc rrr:bol for Croup B, fc-lowed 'v a Para-
meter indicatin;: two -emhers im the "B" group, follow-

ed by 
X B1' YB1' IBl' XB2' YB2' 1

?2 , then follcwed by

the symbol for the "E" group, etc.

Savings can be realized through use of this groun
in two ways. First, if there are -any occurrences of
each of one or rcre letter • :nes, ;hen a sirr..e usaCe
of the svrbol for a letter „pe suffices for all
occurrences cf .hat letter. Secone, additio^.ei code
shortening structure can be built into the croup. If

the characters in a sutproup of letter tyre can to

arranged in sequence such that distances between suc-
cessive members of the sequence are 2 -3 or less of the
horizontal and vertical extents of the picture field,
then parar.etrizir.v sp atial inforration fcr the su`_vro•in
as the sequence of chanres in location and size of one
character to the next can result in  sequence of -uch
smaller nur.hers than if tte character scatial ccordin-
ates and s°ze are encoded individually with res pect to
the coordinates for the picture field.

On Spatial Clustering

When encodin g without exploitin g subpicture
structure, here are natural two-di-ensional exten-
sions of one direr.sional codir.; tec^nigjes. A sub-
picture can t,e put into a sr-ill enclosing rectangle

and the data points within coded wit`, res pect to a

local ceordin g te sy stem .'oc the interior of the rec-
tangle. Since the data points are then specified
within a sraller universe of points, shorter binary

sequences can be used for encoding data point lnca-

tions. Note that we have introduced a new space
dominated group here. If the saving in smaller num-
ber of binary digits for specifying data point loca-
tions is greater than the number of binary digits for

specifying group type and the five parameters describ-

in g the enclosing rectan ple, a saving can be real-

ized. (Four spatial parameters will describe the en-
closing rectangle if tte sides are taken to he paral-

lel to the X and Y coor?inate axes.)

We comment briefly on the matter of when sub-

stantial saving can be realized by encodinp, within a
restricted r-ctanvular field. Suppose, e.g., that a
line ( say horizontal) with n points, or any other
configuration of n points, is to be encoded. If the
picture raster is M rows by M columns and n« M 2 , then

the .following codin g sche-e is as good as any other.
Individually encode the locations of the n data points.
This requires 2n log Y binar y dints (lop M 2 digits
per point), if the data does constitute an essen-
tially horizontal or vertical line, a smallest en-
closing rectan g le will rave er.e side of length n and
one side considerably shorter, so that mary fewer
than 2n log n bits will be required for the within-
rectangle encoding.

Next, one considers whether setdividinp the rec-
tangle into an array c_° smaller rectan g les is of use.
Assume that the smallest square containing n points

is an n by n snuare. Suppose the square is subdivided

into an array cf sutsavares which are k b y k and that

m of these raue.-es contain the n data points. "'hen
rou ghly 2m log (r./k) bits are necessar y for specifying
the m su-scuar2s which contain one or ^,ore data points,

m log n bits are re quired fcr specifying the number

of data points within each sursr.uare (when r « n), and

2n log k bits are recuirel for locatin g the data
points within tre su*_squares. tierce, a total of
rouFhly 2m log (n/k) + m lop n + 2n lcp k tits are re-

quired here. If, for example, the n data points con-
stitute a horizontal line, then m = n/'^, and
2(r./k) log Wi, ) + ( n/k) lo p n + 2n lop k bits are re-
cuired. For n = 512, the minirur value of this ex-

pression is L , 4 16 bits -- achieved for k = E. The
number of bits required for encoding within the orip-
iral r. `y n rectan g le is 'nn log n = 9,216. 'Fence, the
maximum saving here is only 50 1 . However, if the n
points do not constitute a sin g le strai ght lire but

rather a set cf strai ght lines, curves, cr Pore gener-

ally scattered points which are contained in fewer
than m = n/k. of the (r./k) 2 subre^-tan ples, then im-

pressive savin gs can result frc^ sutdivision.
Furtherr-ore, it ray then be worthwhile to a g ain sub-

divide a ru-ber of these sraller rectan g les, and there

is some hierarchy of sutdivisicns which is optimum.
Note that this is sirrl^ t`e rrcrn4ticn and encoding

of a hierarchv of s^2ti3:	 !:ters.

Other Clusterinr and Cther '.'ses of Clusters

The preceding clustering involves encodin g within

a hierarch y of Cartesian coordinate s ystems. Cther

coordinate s ysters are scretimes rore useful. For ex-
arple, if some data is hi ghly concentrated near the

points of an elliptic or circular curve, then z sirple

and efficient enco?ir. p -av he realized b y srec-;fvinc
data Feint location with respect to the elliptic or

circular curve. -` e efrici^ncv wcr :lr result frc- the

sirnler srecificaticr. ci the lc-a! - 	 within

which the data points would to encecec.

Finally, we mention that these clusterin g methods

can also be used in encodin p the spatial parameters

appearing in many primitives and groups.
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Examples

Following are rough estimates of the lengths of
binary strin.-s for encoding the pictures of figures 1
and 2 when using cone of the simpler sul-pictures
discussed. No attenpt has been made in this estima-

tion at ree.ring the tenefits availahle by exploiting
the fact that a parameter doesn't tale all its possi-

ble values with equal probability. Nor have we used
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the fact that the different letters, num`ers, math
symbols, etc., do nor all occur with the sane proba-
bilities. Pecause of this, our estimates of binary
sequence length to represent pictures is high. Shorter

sequences can to realized through use of variablt-
length code words.

Figure 1: We assume adequste reproducibility

using a raster requires roughly five vertizal and



Primitive or

7 damped sinu-

soids

1 Erid

2 pairs of coor-
dinate axes

6 lines

6 lines with

arrowheads

60 essentially
individually ap-
Dearing symbols
including svrbols

in equations

6 lines of words,
about 120 symbols;
21 two to four
dlgit decimal
numbers or para-
meter values in
the graph and
symbol sequences
elsewhere --
about 95 syr ,_ ols

Number of	 Number of

Parameters	 Bits

4 curve parameters	 560

plus start and
stop points = 8
params/curve or
56 params

7	 70

}6	 160

?4	 240

24	 240

2 spatial para-	 420 bits .j spec-

meters/svrbol =	 ify symbols plus

120 params	 1,20n for spatial

parameters =
1,620

? parameters/line 1,505 symbol bits
54 spatial	 plus Su0 spatial

params	 bits = 2,045

t`.	 i

II

is

TOTAL 4935

ADJUST.FD TC-P!. EOrO

The data raster involves 51F,^9E bits, so a coded
picture of 6C^n bits realizes a corDression of about
66 to 1. were we to use a rota  sonhisticated encoder,

the graph zould be treated as a grou p , oreratcrs for

superscrirts and su!^scrirts introduced, etc., and

additional cormression reFl?zed.
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10 lines corpris-	 8 noes in one

ing 2 connected	 isea-Lence, 5 nodes

line drawings	 in other = 26
parameters

2 coordinate axes 6 parameters

4 circles in a	 12 parameters

group
13 symbols in a
group - letters
and numbers

2 params/s:mbol
26 params

1 symbol line of
8 letters and
numbers

Etartiri, point
for line, number
of symbols, and
symbol size --
4 params

r
ft,4e horizontal lines per letter (this number is
probably too low). Then the figure is rouphl y 280

lines high and 360 line wide, or equivalentl y , the

uncompressed data in a raster necessitates a binary
string, of 280 x 260 = 100,P.70 di g its to repre-ent
the figure. Encoding using: our methods would cor,siat
of the following. We shall encode all parameters to

an accuracy of one part in `-12. i.e., to a vuantiza-
tion error of less than one line as used in the stand-
ard scanning, above. Hence, nine bits are needed to
specify a parareter value. As mentioned previously
In the proposal, such accuracy for cur method is

wholely unnecessary ; a quantization error four or molt

times as large would be perfectly adecuate. We assume
a letter, number, punctuaticn, ratheratical syrJ^ol,

set of at most 128 s ymbols. Pence, each such svnbol

can be encoded in a binary sequence of lenvth seven.
The table below summarized the Darameter and bilt
amounts required for characterizing the various Dor-
tions of the figure. Since the 13 svrbols a ppear in
a group and all have the sa-.* font, the symbol size
parameter must be used only once and therefore does

not ap pear in the table.
1

Primitive or	 Number of
	

Number of

GrouD Type 	 Parar`eters
	 Bits ^-

234

54

108

91 bits to iden-
tify sy-.bols plus
234 bits for
params = 325

56 bits to iden-
tify symbols plus
36 bits for
parar-; = 92

TOTAL 813

ADJUSTED TOTAL lOnO

The total did not take into account Nits re quired for
identifying and characterizing primitives and groups.
Consequently, we rounded the total of 813 bits to
1000. This number can probably be reduced further.

Figure 2: At roughly 5 lines per smallest charac-

ter, this fi gure reouires a raster of 672 x 7F.9 lines
or 516,096 bits. Fence, seecifyinv oaraneters, in
our coding system, using a parareter ai,antization
Interval of sonewhat less than one line recuires 10
bits (or a tir.ary se quence o` ler;-th 0) to srecifv a
parameter value. We assume here are lust one or two
number and letter sizes, thus recessitatir.v onlv a
small nurler of bits for coainv V!ese rarareters, and
consequently, only two snatial rarareters rer svrbol
or symbol seq'uence are ent,, red into the table.
The cost of our encodinv is then computed as follows:
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